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Official Resolution and Acknowledgement
on the death of
Noble John Lewis
Congressman 5th District Georgia
Today we mourn the loss of Rep. John Lewis of Georgia. Noble Lewis, a member of Mecca Temple #10,
was not only a Civil Rights Icon but was also the moral standard of what America expects of its citizens. His
life’s legacy cannot be surpassed nor his struggles on behalf of all who benefited from his strength, courage
and unwavering faith in his God. Having had one such as John Lewis among our members is surely a
measure of importance of who we are and what we represent. Noble Lewis life struggle was always for the
underserved, the underprivileged and the downtrodden. At all times he emulated the ethos of the risen Christ
“whatever you do for the least of these you do for me”.
Many might say that this is a sad day for all, but turn and look upon God’s grace and mercy for where would
we be and what we may not have become if not for a disciple such as John Lewis. So I say to all rejoice. In
his life and its legacy, strive to emulate and replicate the commitment of service he represented and never let
his principles be abandoned. Demonstrate your reserve by honoring Noble Lewis with a voter registration
drive and get out the vote effort of a magnitude never before seen.
On behalf of the Nobles and Daughters of the Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order Nobles Mystic Shrine and its
auxiliary the Imperial Court, I John T Chapman, 44th Imperial Potentate proclaim a week of official
mourning for our fallen Noble and declare July 17, 2020 as John Lewis day across the entire domain. With
agreement of the full Imperial Council Divan we are elevating Noble Lewis to the rank of Honorary Past
Imperial Potentate within the A.E.A.O.N.M.S, Inc.
Given prayerfully under my signature your humble servant, I remain…
John T. Chapman #1 PP
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